SURVEY FOR CYBERLAW

Name:___________________________________________

Email address:_____________________________________

Enrolled in class?: ______ yes ________ not yet, but here’s why I should be:

________________________

Undergraduate
major:______________________________________________________

Work or other experiences relevant to this course:

________________________

Rate your expertise with the computer business/industry where 1 = novice and 5 = expert

1 2 3 4 5

Rate your expertise with computing technology where 1 = novice and 5 = expert

1 2 3 4 5

How many hours per week do you typically spend on the World Wide Web?

0 1-2 3-5 5-10 more than 10

Are you a subscriber to any online journals or listservs? Which ones?

________________________

Have you ever done any HTML encoding or otherwise participated in Website development? Do you want to learn to do so?

________________________

Please check any courses you have taken

_____intellectual property  _____advanced constitutional law
_____copyright                  _____other (e.g., banking or comm’l law)
_____advanced IP course          _________________________________

Are you intending to write a supervised paper for this course? _____ yes _____ no

Would you like to have outside speakers join us for some classes? _____ yes _____no

What about speakers on cyberlaw topics outside of class? _____ yes _____no
If so, whom?
POSSIBLE TOPICS FOR ADDITIONAL CLASSES OR PAPERS:
(Please vote for 5, ranking your first choice as 1, etc. If you’d like some of these topics to be grouped together, use the same number ranking for them. Please make your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices reflect topics on which you’d like to participate in the planning of the session. If you are planning to do a supervised writing paper on one of these topics, please put a “P” in the appropriate blank.)

_____Conflicting interests of individuals in privacy as to personal data and of firms that compile such data  
_____Protection of privacy interests in electronic transactions  
_____Spamming: rights to do or to stop?  
_____Legal infrastructure necessary to enable electronic commerce  
_____Regulation of cyberbanking (vis-à-vis money laundering, fraud, tax collection)  
_____Constitutionality of mandatory key escrow systems  
_____Challenges to the constitutionality of export control regulations as they affect the teaching of encryption algorithms (e.g., Bernstein v. United States)  
_____Constitutionality of the Communications Decency Act (e.g., Reno v. ACLU)  
_____Regulating fantasies on the Internet (e.g., U.S. v. Jake Baker)  
_____Legal responsibilities vis-à-vis MUDs and MOOs  
_____Criminal regulations of computer hackers  
_____Jurisdiction in criminal law matters  
_____Jurisdiction in civil law matters (e.g., Maritz, Inc. v. Cybergold, Inc.)  
_____Cyberspace as its own jurisdiction  
_____Dispute resolution in cyberspace (e.g., the Virtual Magistrate)  
_____The need for new principles to resolve conflicts of laws in cyberspace  
_____Trademark rights and domain names (e.g., MTV v. Adam Curry)  
_____INTERNIC and the need for revision of the domain name assignment system  
_____Universal access to the Internet  
_____Liability of intermediate institutions, such as online service providers, for libel, other torts, and copyright infringement  
_____Liability of intermediate institutions for defective electronic information  
_____Using technology to protect private or public interests  
_____Electronic Communications Privacy Act  
_____Employer and employee interests vis-à-vis electronic privacy  
_____Future of legal citations in digital networked environments  
_____Claims of proprietary rights in electronic versions of judicial opinions and statutes  
_____Future of legal scholarship in digital networked environments  
_____Future of legal practice vis-à-vis electronic materials (e.g., filing hypertext briefs?)  
_____Copyright issues arising from linking on the World Wide Web  
_____Online service provider claims of copyright in discussions on their systems  
_____Patent wars in cyberspace  
_____Antitrust issues in cyberspace  
_____Other___________________________________________________